11 March 2015

Dear Parents/Carers,

YEAR 11 PDHPE EXCURSION
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ANATOMY LAB

Your son is currently studying the Anatomy and Physiology of the human body in PDHPE. We will be attending a tutorial at the Wollongong University Anatomy Lab on Friday, 15th May. Mr Timpano’s and Mr McCammon’s classes will attend from 8.00am – 10.00am and Mr MacDonald’s class from 10.00am – 12.00 noon.

This tutorial will enable students to view detailed anatomical models and human cadavers which we cannot provide in the school setting.

Students in Mr Timpano’s and Mr McCammon’s classes are to meet on Keira Park at 8.00am sharp and Mr MacDonald’s class at 9.45am.

Students are to wear full College uniform and will be transported to the University by bus.

If you or your son has concerns about viewing bodies that have been donated to the University for teaching purposes, please do not hesitate to contact me at the College.

Yours sincerely,

MR P McCAMMON
Head of PDHPE

Permission Slip – please complete and return to your son’s PDHPE Teacher

YEAR 11 PDHPE EXCURSION
WOLLONGONG UNIVERSITY ANATOMY LAB

I give permission for my son ____________________________ of Home Room _____ to attend the PDHPE Anatomy Tutorial at Wollongong University on Friday, 15th May.

I understand that travel will be by bus.

Signed: ____________________________ (Parent/Carer) Date: ____________